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Femtosecond time-resolved dielectric function measurements
by dual-angle reflectometry

C. A. D. Roeser,a) A. M.-T. Kim, J. P. Callan, L. Huang, E. N. Glezer, Y. Siegal,
and E. Mazur
Harvard University, Division of Engineering and Applied Sciences and Department of Physics,
9 Oxford Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

~Received 29 October 2002; accepted 7 April 2003!

We present a technique to measure the dielectric function of a material with femtosecond time
resolution over a broad photon energy range. The absolute reflectivity is measured at two angles of
incidence, ande(v) is calculated by numerical inversion of Fresnel-like formulas. Using white-light
generation, the single-color probe is broadened from the near IR to the near UV, but femtosecond
time resolution is maintained. Calibration of the apparatus and error analysis are discussed. Finally,
measurements of isotropic, thin film, and uniaxial materials are presented and compared to
reflectivity-only studies to illustrate the merit of the technique. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1582383#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ultrafast optics has blossomed into a mature but s
rapidly developing field of science since subpicoseco
pulses were first generated in 1976.1 The variety of ultrafast
spectroscopy techniques has grown with the developmen
ultrafast laser sources.2 Many of these techniques3,4 are ex-
quisitely sensitive to the perturbations induced by spec
excitations in material systems. At the same time, signific
advances have been made in the development and com
cialization of ellipsometers, a review of which is given b
Collins.5 Materials scientists have used ellipsometry as a t
to study the electronic structure of metals,6 as a noninvasive
probe of layer thicknesses and composition in multila
stack systems,7 and as anin situ monitor of thin film growth
rates.8

Recent interest in the dynamics of highly photoexcit
materials calls for measurement techniques that function
monitors of both electron and lattice dynamics. Highly e
cited solid state materials, especially semiconductors, ar
interest for industrial applications as well as for fundamen
scientific reasons. Potential applications include microm
chining using femtosecond laser pulses and developmen
modern high power laser diodes, in which the injection c
rents generate very high carrier densities. The experime
challenge in understanding the physics of high carrier de
ties lies in deducing the dominant process among the m
that occur and in tracking the phase state of the materia

To meet this challenge, we have developed a techni
that measures the dielectric function of a material with fe
tosecond time resolution. By measuringe(v) with femtosec-
ond time resolution, we can deduce the structural and e
tronic dynamics that occur during a photoinduced ph
transition from the direct relationship between band struct
and electron occupation ande(v). Using a probe with a
broad spectral range provides information at many transi

a!Electronic mail: roeser@fas.harvard.edu
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energies, which reveals the redistribution of bondi
strengths as the material changes phase. The dielectric f
tion can also be used to determine the density of exc
carriers and even transient carrier distributions ink space.

In this article, we present a dual-angle-of-inciden
pump–probe reflectometry technique for measuring the fe
tosecond time-resolved dielectric function of a solid. In S
II, we discuss how this technique can be used on vari
solid materials. In Sec. III, we discuss the experimental
tails of white-light pump–probe spectroscopy. In Sec. IV, w
show femtosecond time-resolved measurements of the
electric function of GaAs,a-GeSb, and Te, and discuss the
in relation to previous pump–probe reflectivity results.

II. DUAL-ANGLE REFLECTOMETRY METHOD

The dielectric function fully describes the linear optic
properties of a material. In general,e(v) consists of a real
and an imaginary part. The imaginary part peaks at ener
where the joint density of states is large, i.e., where a la
number of electronic transitions are available. The real pa
related to the imaginary part through the Kramers–Kro
relations and exhibits a dispersive ‘‘wiggle’’ at each abso
tive peak in the imaginary part.9

In a crystal, there is a direct relationship between
band structure and the dielectric function.10 Figure 1 shows
the band structure and the dielectric function of GaAs. T
characteristic absorption peaks in Im@e(v)# at 3.1 eV (E1)
and 4.7 eV (E2) are due in part to a large joint densities
states around theL andX valleys, as indicated by the shade
regions in Fig. 1~a!. The real part shows the characteris
dispersive structure for each absorption peak, in agreem
with the Kramers–Kronig relations. The direct relationsh
between electronic properties ande(v) allows monitoring of
carrier dynamics through an accurate measurement ofe(v)
in crystalline materials. Althoughk space cannot be define
in amorphous materials due to lack of crystal symmetry,
3 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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dielectric function is still determined by absorptive tran
tions in the material and can be used to track carrier dyn
ics.

The most widespread method of measuringe(v) is
ellipsometry.11 In standard continuous wave~cw! ellipsom-
etry, reflectivity values are typically measured at a fix
angle of incidence while the polarization of the incident lig
~or the orientation of a polarization analyzer! is rotated
through 180°. A large number of data points allows an ac
rate determination of the real and imaginary part ofe(v) by
inverting the Fresnel reflectivity formulas. Alternatively, th
Kramers–Kronig relations between Re@e(v)# and Im@e(v)#
can be used to determine the full dielectric function from
measurement of just one part. Previous experiments h
measured the real part of the refractive index over a v
wide frequency range,12 and determined the imaginary pa
using the Kramers–Kronig relations. For an accurate ca
lation of the unknown quantity, it is necessary to measure
known quantity from dc to infinite frequency.

In order to measure the dielectric function of highly e
cited materials, we employ a dual-angle-of-incidence refl
tometry technique. The finite bandwidth of the femtoseco
probe prohibits using the Kramers–Kronig relations, requ
ing measurement of at least two quantities to determ
Re@e(v)# and Im@e(v)#. If one knows the structure of th
sample to be investigated, two measurements are sufficie
determinee(v). This should be contrasted with ellipsom
etry, where no prior knowledge of the sample is assumed
where at least three measurements are needed to dete
its optical properties.13 Although a true ellipsometry-type
technique could produce results with smaller error than
technique described here, changes in the dielectric func
of highly excited materials~see Sec. IV! can exceed 50% in

FIG. 1. ~a! Band structure~see Ref. 49! and~b! dielectric function~see Ref.
32! of GaAs.
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both the real and imaginary part, which is an order of ma
nitude greater than the error in our apparatus. In addit
studying highly excited materials often involves pump fl
ences above the threshold for permanent damage of the
terial, where sample size limits the number of measureme
that can be made. Thus, the two-angle reflectometry te
nique permits measurement of the dynamics of highly
cited materials as over a wider range of excitation fluen
and time delays than true ellipsometry without a significa
sacrifice in accuracy.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss how to d
sign a two-angle-of-incidence reflectometer. First, we c
sider the case of an isotropic material, then expand the
cussion to include multilayer systems and anisotro
materials.

A. Determining e„v… of isotropic materials

Because the dielectric function of a material is not
rectly measurable, constitutive equations are necessary t
late measurable quantities, such as reflectivity and trans
sivity, to e(v). In cw multiple-angle-of-incidence
ellipsometry, measurements are performed over a rang
incident angles, ande(v) is found by numerical inversion o
the appropriate constitutive equation with high accuracy a
precision. For an isotropic material, the Fresnel formulas9 are
used to relate reflectivity toe(v):

r p5
e cosu2Ae0Ae2e0 sin2 u

e cosu1Ae0Ae2e0 sin2 u
, ~1!

r s5
Ae0 cosu2Ae2e0 sin2 u

Ae0 cosu1Ae2e0 sin2 u
, ~2!

wherer p andr s are the field reflectivities — the ratios of th
reflected and incident complexE fields — for p ands polar-
ization, respectively, andu is the angle of incidence from
medium ‘‘0.’’ The power reflectivityR is given by the abso-
lute square of the Fresnel factors, e.g.,Rp5ur pu2. We extract
both Re@e(v)# and Im@e(v)# from two measurements of th
absolute reflectivity. Using the minimum number of me
surements to determinee(v) by numerical inversion re-
quires a careful choice of operating parameters — nam
the polarization and angle of incidence.

To determine the optimum polarization and angle of
cidence for the two measurements, we calculate reflecti
pairs over a range of dielectric constant values using Eqs~1!
and~2!. Figure 2~a! shows a grid of dielectric constant value
as well as the dielectric functions of four materials~Sb,
GaAs, Si, and GeSb! over the spectral range of our prob
~1.5–3.5 eV!. If we choose to perform measurements a
45° angle of incidence,p and s polarization, this grid of
values is mapped into the reflectivity space shown in F
2~b!. With this choice operating parameters, the grid of
electric values collapses onto a line, and so the experime
uncertainty in the measurement of absolute reflectivities w
translate into a large uncertainty in dielectric constant val
after numerical inversion. Although not shown here, t
same problem occurs whens andp polarized reflectivity are
measured at any single angle of incidence.
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FIG. 2. ~Color! ~a! Dielectric functions of Si, GaAs, GeSb, and Sb~from 1.5 to 3.5 eV! are plotted over a grid of dielectric constant values. In~b!, ~c!, ~d!,
and~g!, the Fresnel formulas are used to calculate reflectivity pairs at the angles and polarizations indicated for each of the points in~a!. In ~e! and~f!, contour
plots represent the uncertainty in extracting Re@e(v)# and Im@e(v)#, respectively, given a 1% error in measuring the reflectivity for the parameters indic
in ~d!. Plots~h! and~i! are analogous to~e! and~f!, but are calculated for the parameters indicated in~g!. In all four contour plots, the representative materia
are overlayed as a reference.
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When both measurements are taken withp-polarized
light at different angles of incidence, the uncertainty in e
tracting e(v) can be reduced to reasonable levels. Figu
2~c!, 2~d!, and 2~g! show the mapping of the grid of dielec
tric constant values into reflectivity space for 45° angle
incidence paired with 60°, 75°, and 83°, respectively. As
second angle is increased, the grid of points in~a! spreads
over a larger range of reflectivities because the pseu
Brewster angle is approached for many of the dielectric c
stant values.

With the general notion of ‘‘a good spread’’ in reflectiv
ity space in mind, we wish to fine-tune our choice of angl
In addition, we desire a sense of ‘‘how good’’ our techniq
can be, given a certain amount of uncertainty in measu
each reflectivity. Iff is the constitutive relation between re
flectivity and dielectric constant,R5 f (e,u), then

S DR~u1!

DR~u2!
D 5JS De1

De2
D , ~3!
-
s

f
e

o-
-

.

g

where

J5F ] f ~u1!

]e1

] f ~u1!

]e2

] f ~u2!

]e1

] f ~u2!

]e2

G ~4!

is a Jacobian matrix ande5e11 i e2 . Inverting Eq.~3! yields
the uncertainty in the dielectric constant as a function of
uncertainty in reflectivity,

S De1

De2
D 5J21S DR~u1!

DR~u2!
D . ~5!

Assuming a 1% uncertainty in each reflectivity measu
ment, DR/R50.01, Eq.~5! predicts the uncertainty in ex
tracting the real or imaginary dielectric constant as a funct
of e1 ande2 . Figures 2~e! and 2~h! are contour plots of the
relative uncertainty (De1 /e1) in the real part of the dielectric
constant for the angles and polarizations in Figs. 2~d! and
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2~g!, respectively. The dielectric functions of the four refe
ence materials are overlayed to show the resulting un
tainty in the dielectric functions of these materials. The d
crease in error at 83° versus that at 75° is more appare
these figures than in Figs. 2~d! and 2~g!. At 75°, the uncer-
tainty in Re@e(v)# of silicon is as much as 20%, but remain
below 2% at 83°. Similar improvements are seen for
other reference materials. The uncertainty in the imagin
part of the dielectric constant also improves in going fro
75° to 83°, as shown in Figs. 2~f! and 2~i!. While the uncer-
tainty is generally lower at 83° than at 75°, it does increa
for certain values of (e1 , e2), illustrating the fact that differ-
ent angle-of-incidence pairs are optimal for different mate
als.

In order to finde(v) after performing pump–probe re
flectivity measurements at the chosen angles of incide
we numerically invert the constitutive equations~in the case
of an isotropic material, the Fresnel formulas!. The numeri-
cal inversion algorithm is based on the simplex downh
method,14 which minimizes the difference between the me
sured reflectivities and the reflectivities calculated via
constitutive equations for trial values of Re@e(v)# and
Im@e(v)# at each wavelength and time delay.

B. Extension to oxide layers, thin films,
and uniaxial materials

To obtain the dielectric function of an isotropic materia
Eqs. ~1! and ~2! are required to relatee(v) to the sample
reflectivity. In practice, a single interface between t
vacuum and a semi-infinite isotropic sample is rare. In t
section, we introduce constitutive equations that relate
observed reflectivity to the dielectric functions of multilay
and nonisotropic materials.

1. Multilayer systems

Many solid materials develop a native oxide layer wh
exposed to air. Typically, native oxide layers are 1–10
thick with e(v) a real constant ranging from 4 to 10 in th
visible.15 For optical experiments, especially at high ang
of incidence, the native oxide layer greatly affects the refl
tivity of the sample.

A general procedure for calculating the reflectivity of
multilayer stack is the matrix method described by Born a

FIG. 3. Multilayer stack ofN layers between the ambient (e0) and a semi-
infinite substrate (eN11).
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Wolf.9 The system of interest is the multilayer stack depic
in Fig. 3. We define a characteristic matrix for each layerl,

Ml5F cosb l 2
i

pl
sin b l

2 ipl sin b l cosb l

G , ~6!

where

pl5Ae l2e0 sin2 u0 ~7!

and

b l5
v

c
hlpl . ~8!

Variablese l andhl denote the dielectric constant and thic
ness of layerl, respectively, andu0 is the angle of incidence
to the stack. If there areN layers between the incident me
dium ~labeled ‘‘0’’! and the substrate~labeled ‘‘N11’’ !, the
characteristic matrix for the entire stack of layers is the m
trix product

M5)
l 51

N

Ml . ~9!

The reflectivity of the sample is calculated from the eleme
of the 232 matrix M and the optical properties of the inc
dent medium and the substrate:9

R5ur u2

5U ~M111M12 pN11!p02~M211M22 pN11!

~M111M12 pN11!p01~M211M22 pN11!
U2

. ~10!

Equation~10! is the constitutive equation that relates t
sample reflectivity to the dielectric function and thickness
each layer. For choosing angles of incidence and numeric
extracting the dielectric function of a thin film or substrat
the role of Eq.~10! is identical to that of the Fresnel equa
tions for isotropic materials, as described in Sec. II A. T
layer thickness is determined by continuous wave ellipso
etry or in the manner described in Sec. III B; the thickness
not determined from the numerical inversion.

2. Uniaxial materials

The crystal symmetry of an isotropic material reduces
333 dielectric tensor to a single dielectric function times t
identity matrix. Uniaxial, or birefringent, materials hav
crystal symmetries that distinguish ac axis from an ab
plane. As a result, the dielectric tensor has two independ
elements. The ordinary dielectric functioneord(v) describes
the optical properties forE fields in theab plane while the
extraordinary dielectric functioneext(v) describes the optica
properties forE fields along thec axis. For these materials
full optical characterization requires measuring four quan
ties — the real and imaginary parts ofeord(v) andeext(v).

Earlier works16,17 have derived equations for the refle
tivity of uniaxial materials in various geometries. A geomet
of particular interest to our technique is the following. Co
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sider a three-layer structure of vacuum–oxide–substr
where the oxide layer is isotropic but the substrate
uniaxial. The reflectivity is given by9

R5U r 011r 12e
2ib1

11r 01r 12e
2ib1

U2

, ~11!

wherer 01 and r 12 are the field reflectivities of the vacuum
oxide and oxide–substrate interfaces, respectively, andb1 is
calculated from Eq.~8!. The vacuum–oxide reflectivity is
given by the Fresnel formulas. The reflectivity of the oxid
substrate interface depends on the orientation of thec axis. If
the c axis lies along the interface and is perpendicular to
plane of incidence, as in Fig. 4~a!, thep-polarized reflectivity
is given by Eq.~1! with e→eord. If the c axis lies along the
interface and in the plane of incidence, as in Fig. 4~b!, the
p-polarized reflectivity is given by

r p5
nin' cosu2noxAn'

2 2nox
2 sin 2u

nin' cosu1noxAn'
2 2nox

2 sin 2u
, ~12!

whereni5Aeext, n'5Aeord, andnox5Aeox is the complex
index of refraction of the oxide layer.

Of the possible field polarizations andc-axis orienta-
tions, the reflection geometries of Fig. 4 are the most se
tive for two-angle-of-incidence measurements ofeord(v) and
eext(v). For the geometry of Fig. 4~a!, the reflectivity de-
pends solely on the ordinary dielectric function. Using t
same analysis as in Sec. II A, two angles of incidence
chosen and the time-resolved ordinary dielectric function
measured. Then, in the geometry of Fig. 4~b!, the extraordi-
nary part of the dielectric tensor can be extracted using
~12!, because the values ofeord(v) have been measured fo
each time delay and pump fluence. In addition to being s
sitive to the two dielectric functions of interest in each ca
these measurement geometries have the advantage of
related by a 90° rotation of the sample.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND CALIBRATION

The dual-angle technique described above can be use
conjunction with any femtosecond-pulse laser source to m
sure the dielectric constant at a single wavelength. By us
a white-light pump–probe design, we maintain femtoseco
time resolution while probing a broad spectral range~1.8–
3.4 eV!. In Sec. III A, we describe the pump–probe set

FIG. 4. Reflection configurations where the surface contains thec axis: the
c axis is ~a! perpendicular or~b! parallel to the plane of incidence. TheE
field is p polarized in both cases.
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and the generation of the white-light probe. In Sec. III B, t
methods of calibration and of determination of the angle
incidence and oxide layer parameters are presented.

A. White-light pump–probe setup

Figure 5 shows a schematic representation of the exp
mental setup. We use a commercially available Ti:sapph
oscillator to seed a home-built, 1 kHz repetition rate, Ti:sa
phire multipass amplifier which produces 50 fs, 0.5 m
pulses at 800 nm. The design of the amplifier follows that
Backuset al.18

As Fig. 5 shows, a femtosecond pulse is split into
pump and a probe pulse at the beamsplitter~BS!. The pump
pulse is directed to the sample via a variable delay sta
allowing for adjustable time delays between the pump a
the probe pulse. The pump pulse is focused onto the sam
using a slowly focusing lens~0.20 m focal length!. The pump
spot size can be adjusted according to specific experime
requirements by varying the distance from the lens to
sample, but remains at least four times larger than the pr
spot to ensure probing of a homogeneously excited reg
After the beamsplitter, the probe pulse passes throug
waveplate–polarizer combination. The polarizer in the pro
line is crossed to that of the pump line, and the wavepla
polarizer combination in each arm allows for adjustment
the probe- and pump-pulse energies.

A white-light probe pulse is generated by focusing t
800 nm pulse into CaF2 . A number of nonlinear optical pro
cesses, including self-focusing and self-phase modulat
contribute to the generation of this white-light continuum19

Due to the 10.2 eV band gap of CaF2 , the broadband con
tinuum extends from the near infrared to the ne
ultraviolet.20 As shown in Fig. 6, the majority of the prob
pulse energy remains at the seed wavelength of 800 nm
1.5 mm Schott BG-40 filter is used to flatten the spectru
making it suitable for charge-coupled-device spectrome
detection and preventing damage of the sample.

The broadband pulse is split into a probe and a ‘‘ref
ence’’ pulse with a 1-mm-thick piece of sapphire. The pro
pulse is focused on the sample with a parabolic mirror a
recollimated with an acromatic lens. Both the probe and r
erence pulses are directed into a 1-to-1 imaging spectr
eter. A broadband polarizer is inserted between the sam

FIG. 5. Schematic representation of the white-light pump–probe se
BS 5 polarizing beam splitter; M5 flat mirror; PM 5 parabolic mirror; L
5 lens; P5 polarizer; andl/2 5 half-wave plate.
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and the spectrometer to prevent scattered pump light f
reaching the detector and to ensure that onlyp-polarized
light is measured. We monitor the reference pulse spect
to correct for shot-to-shot probe fluctuations.

Maintaining femtosecond time resolution with the lar
bandwidth of the white-light probe pulses requires spec
attention. While reflective optics are used to deliver t
white-light pulse from the CaF2 to the sample, the BG-40
filter and the CaF2 itself contribute to dispersive stretchin
~chirp! of the probe. In order to regain the original tim
resolution, the measured reflectivities at each wavelength
time shifted to correct for this chirp. The chirp of our whit
light probe pulse, measured using two-photon absorptio21

is shown in Fig. 7. Pump–probe cross correlations us
two-photon absorption indicate that the time resolution of
apparatus is no greater than 50 fs for all wavelengths of
probe.

B. Measuring absolute reflectivities

The constitutive relations in Sec. II relate the dielect
function to absolute reflectivity. This poses the experimen
challenge of measuring the absolute reflectivity of a sam
when reflective and transmissive optical elements modify
spectrum of the probe pulse before it reaches the dete
The calibration of the detection system must account
these absorptive losses. Since the probe and reference b
are split from the same pulse, the detected spectra@Sprobe(v)

FIG. 6. Spectrum of the white-light generated in CaF2 . The solid and
dashed curves show the spectrum of the white-light pulse before and
passing through the BG-40 filter, respectively.

FIG. 7. Temporal chirp of the white-light pulse. The full circles indica
data points measured using two-photon absorption. The solid curve sho
second order polynomial fit through the data.
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andSref(v)] can be used to calibrate our system. For a p
ticular sample, the ratio of the detected spectra is

Sprobe~v!

Sref~v!
5

g~v!

h~v!
R~v!, ~13!

whereh(v) accounts for the absorptive losses in the ref
ence beamline andg(v) accounts for the losses in the prob
beamline, separate from the sample reflectivityR(v). In or-
der to calibrate the system we must measureg(v)/h(v),
which is independent of the sample under investigati
From the above equation,

g~v!

h~v!
5

Sprobe~v!

Sref~v!

1

R~v!
. ~14!

For a sample of known optical properties, we can calibr
the apparatus by measuringSprobe(v) andSref(v) and taking
R(v) to be the calculated reflectivity of the sample for
given angle of incidence. When multiple reference samp
are used, the quality of the sample of interest can be veri
and the confidence in the calibration can be improved.

The above-described method of calibration can also
used to measure the angle of incidence of the white-li
probe and the thickness and dielectric constant of any ox
layers. To perform such a measurement, more refere
samples are used than there are unknowns. All refere
samples are aligned to the same~possibly unknown! angle of
incidence using a HeNe laser. The values ofSprobe/Sref

31/R(v) for different samples only agree when the refle
tivity is calculated at the correct angle of incidence and w
the correct oxide layer thicknesses and dielectric cons
values. Using as many reference materials as unknowns
sures that all curves agree for only the correct values of
unknowns. Figure 8~a! is a plot of the uncertainty in the

ter

s a

FIG. 8. ~Color! ~a! Contour plot of the uncertainty in the calibration as
function of photon energy for a range of possible angles of inciden
The best agreement occurs at 82.5°~dotted line!, and the calibration is
shown in~b!.
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calibration among three reference samples~standard devia-
tion divided by mean! at each photon energy in the probe f
a range of possible incident angles. The reference sam
are sapphire, GaAs with an oxide layer of known thickne
and Te in the geometry of Fig. 4~a!. The mean uncertainty is
lowest for the angle indicated by the dotted line in Fig. 8~a!,
marking the actual angle of incidence of the probe (82.
for the case presented here. Figure 8~b! shows the agreemen
between the three samples for this angle of incidence.
calibration is taken to be the average of the three curve
Fig. 8~b!. Using this method of analysis, the angle of inc
dence and oxide layer thicknesses can be determined t
accuracy of 0.1° and 0.5 nm, respectively. These uncert
ties do not significantly affect the final assigned uncertai
in e(v). They can be folded into the analysis of Sec. II
minimize their effects. Whenever possible, oxide layers
determined in a separate measurement to avoid the effec
parameter correlation.7,22

The uncertainty in measurements of the absolute refl
tivity depend on both the accuracy of the calibration a
shot-to-shot fluctuations of the probe. If the experiment
carried out at pump fluences below the threshold for per
nent damage, multiple shots can be averaged at the repe
rate of the laser source. The resolution of our setup in
multiple-shot mode is better thanDR/R51023. However,
this is not the accuracy in measuring the absolute reflecti
due to the approximate 1% uncertainty in the calibration.
experiments at pump fluences near or above the dam
threshold, the sample must be translated between sho
that each pulse strikes a new spot on the sample. The sin
shot operation mode carries larger uncertainties (DR/R
'5%) than that of the calibration because sample area lim
the number of spectra that can be accumulated at each
delay and pump fluence. On the other hand, the dynamic
highly excited materials~e.g., the semiconductor-to-met
transitions in GaAs! are accompanied by signal variations
DR/R'200%, so the signal-to-noise ratio is still high.

To calculate the uncertainty ine(v), dielectric constant
values for the four pairs of reflectivities@R(u1)6DR(u1),
R(u2)6DR(u2)] are extracted from the numerical inversio
algorithm. Error bars are taken from the two values ma
mally displaced from the dielectric constant value associa
with @R(u1), R(u2)].

IV. TIME-RESOLVED DIELECTRIC FUNCTION
MEASUREMENTS

As an illustration of our technique, we present measu
ments of the femtosecond time-resolved dielectric funct
for three representative materials: an isotropic mate
~GaAs!, a thin film (a-GeSb!, and an uniaxial material~Te!.
We briefly discuss the importance of these results and c
pare them to other measurements of the material dynam

A. Ultrafast carrier and lattice dynamics in GaAs

Shortly after the introduction of femtosecond las
sources, numerous experiments were conducted on sem
ductors where a transition to a metallic state was obser
upon laser irradiation. Experimental techniques includ
pump–probe reflectivity measurements,23 both reflectivity
les
,
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and second harmonic measurements,24–27 and pump–probe
microscopy.28,29 While a laser-induced phase transition w
observed in each experiment with high precision, the nat
of the resulting phase and the changes in the band struc
were difficult to determine. This difficulty is due to the fa
that many different values ofe(v), and hence many differ-
ent band structures and material phases, can yield the s
reflectivity at a particular angle of incidence.

We performed single-shot femtosecond time-resolved
electric function measurements of GaAs to investigate car
and lattice dynamics associated with its ultrafa
semiconductor-to-metal transition under inten
photoexcitation.30,31 Figure 9 shows dielectric function mea
surements of GaAs. Without excitation of the sample,e(v)
matches literature values32 of the dielectric function, con-
firming that our technique measures the dielectric funct
correctly. Figure 9~b! shows e(v) 500 fs after excitation

FIG. 9. Dielectric function data for GaAs —d5Re@e#, s5Im@e#. ~a!
Under no excitation,e(v) matches literature values of the dielectric fun
tion, represented by the solid and dashed curves~see Ref. 32!. An example
of changes ine(v) due to the presence of excited carriers is shown in~b!.
~c! At sufficiently high pump fluences, a semiconductor-to-metal transit
is observed, as evidenced by the fit to the Drude model (vp513.0 eV and
t50.18 fs!.
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below the threshold for permanent damage (F th51.0 kJ/m2).
Shortly after excitation, before the ions of the lattice c
move, changes ine(v) are due to the presence of excite
carriers in the conduction band, which can be seen in
decrease of Im@e(v)# around theE1 critical point. At higher
excitation fluences, a transition to a metallic state is
served, an example of which is shown in Fig. 9~c!. This data
are well fit by the Drude model, which describes fre
electron ~metallic! behavior. The parameters of the fit~a
plasma frequency of 13 eV and a relaxation time of 0.18!
reveal that virtually all of the valence electrons are free a
that the band gap has completely collapsed. Theoretical
culations of the evolution of the dielectric function of GaA
after femtosecond-pulse excitation agree with our exp
mental results.33–35

B. Ultrafast phase changes in a-GeSb

The speed of ultrafast phase transitions and the la
reflectivity variations associated with them make mater
that display such transitions good candidates for opt
switches and high speed optical data storage. Thin films
a-GeSb allow optically induced, optically reversib
amorphous-to-crystalline transitions. In 1998, Sokolows
Tinten and coworkers presented normal-incidence reflecti
measurements which suggested that femtosecond p
above the threshold for permanent crystallization can ind
an ultrafast disorder-to-order transition in amorphous
Ge0.06Sb0.94 films within 200 fs.36 The suggestion of a sub
picosecond amorphous-to-crystalline phase transition ra
an important question: how can lattice ordering occur in l
time than it takes to establish thermal equilibrium betwe
the laser-excited electrons and the lattice?

We performed single-shot dielectric function measu
ments of a 50 nm thin film ofa-Ge0.06Sb0.94 to determine the
nature of the phase during its ultrafast phase transitio37

Figure 10~a! shows the agreement betweene(v) obtained at
a time delay of21 ps and literature values32 of the dielectric
function. As a reference, the dielectric function of the cry
talline phase is also shown.51 Because the film was opticall
thin and covered by a 1.25 nm SbO2 oxide layer,38 this
sample is considered a four-medium system: air, ox
a-GeSb thin film, and fused silica substrate.

Figure 10~b! shows the response of the dielectric fun
tion 200 fs after arrival of a pump pulse of fluenceF5320
J/m2, which is 60% above the threshold for permanent cr
tallization (Fcr). At this excitation fluence, the dielectri
function remains unchanged from 200 fs to 475 ps. The sa
dielectric function is observed on subpicosecond time sc
for all fluences aboveFcr , indicating the existence of a non
thermal phase after femtosecond-pulse excitation. The e
tence of a new phase at ultrashort time delays for all fluen
aboveFcr was rightly identified by the authors of Ref. 3
however, the material is not crystalline, as evidenced by
discrepancy between the measured dielectric function
that of the crystalline phase@see Fig. 10~b!#. This discrep-
ancy is brought out by Fig. 10~c!, which shows the normal
incidence reflectivity as calculated from our time-resolv
dielectric function measurements. Only at the 2.01 eV p
e
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ton energy of the experiments in Ref. 38 does the reflectiv
at 200 fs after excitation aboveFcr match that of the crystal-
line phase. Furthermore, even at 2.01 eV, we find that
angles of incidence near or above the pseudo-Brewster
reflectivity does not go to the crystalline level for pump fl
ences aboveFcr . Our measurements thus show that broa
band measurements ofe(v) enable one to distinguish phase
that may appear the same based on reflectivity or trans
sion for a single photon energy at a single angle of inciden

C. Investigation of a displaced lattice: Coherent
phonons in Te

Ultrashort-pulse excitation of Te instantaneously wea
ens lattice bonding, establishing new equilibrium lattice p
sitions around which the lattice ions vibrate.39–41 Because
the phase of the generated lattice oscillations is the sam

FIG. 10. ~a!,~b! Dielectric function data for a-GeSb thin films
— d5Re@e~v!#, s5Im@e~v!#: ~a! e(v) under no excitation (21000 fs time
delay!, and~b! e(v) 200 fs after excitation of 320 J/m2. In both plots, the
solid and dashed curves show the real and imaginary parts ofe(v) for the
amorphous phase from previous measurements~see Ref. 50!, and the dotted
and dash-dotted curves show the real and imaginary parts ofe(v) of the
crystalline phase.~c! Normal-incidence reflectivity calculated from the time
resolvede(v) data.
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the entire pumped volume, probe pulses of shorter dura
than the phonon period can be used to observe changes i
optical properties of Te~typically, DR/R;10%) at different
degrees of lattice distortion.39,42 Experimental work by
Bardeen43 and others44 found a pressure-induce
semiconductor-to-metal transition in Te. These resu
coupled with investigations of coherent phonons in ot
materials45 suggest that modification or even control of t
phase~semiconducting versus semimetallic! of Te is possible
at a rate equal to the phonon frequency ('3 THz! for pump
fluences below the threshold for permanent damage. To
vestigate this possibility, we measured the response o
with a multiple-shot acquisition system.46

Since Te is uniaxial, two independent elements of
dielectric tensor must be measured to fully characterize
ultrafast material response, as described in Sec. II B 2.
ure 11 shows the excellent agreement between measure
literature values32 of both the ordinary and extraordinary d
electric functions. This agreement not only validates
technique for uniaxial materials, it also shows that no cum
lative effects arise from operating in the multiple-shot mo
where the sample is not translated between laser pulses
cause Te is a soft material, requiring a combined chem
and mechanical polishing process,47 a small degree of sur
face roughness is unavoidable. To take this roughness
account, we assume a single layer between air and subs
whose thickness varied depending on the sample qualit
the probed region.48 With a dielectric constant value of 5, th
layer thickness varied from 5 to 10 nm among various d
sets.

The dynamics ofeord(v) are shown in Fig. 12. Within

FIG. 11. Dielectric tensor data for Te —d 5Re@e#, s5Im@e#. At 2500 fs
time delay, both the~a! ordinary and~b! extraordinary dielectric function
agree with literature values for the dielectric tensor, represented by the
and dashed curves~see Ref. 32!.
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the error of the measurement, dielectric function values
main constant at all times before the pump arrives. Af
excitation, the oscillatory behavior of the optical properti
indicate the presence of coherent phonons. A decaying o
from the initial values, separate from the oscillation, rep
sents the relaxation of the equilibrium lattice spacing as e
trons diffuse from the probed region. In contrast
reflectivity-only studies of coherent phonons in materials,
dielectric function data clearly indicate a shift of absorpti
resonances to lower photon energies. The broad reson
near 2 eV has moved to lower energies, as indicated by
shift in the peak of Im@eord(v)# and the zero of Re@eord(v)#.
The magnitude and direction of the shift suggest that
lattice may be sufficiently displaced at the peak of the p
non oscillation to cross the conduction and valence ban
but that the short duration of the crossing could prohibit a
metallic character from emerging.46 In addition, we observe
larger changes ineord(v) than in eext(v), which may be
attributed to the fact that the motion of the coherent phon
is confined to theab plane.

V. DISCUSSION

The time-resolved dielectric function measured with th
reflectometry technique provides the most information of a
linear optical probe, revealing changes in the lattice bond
carrier distribution, and phase of a material. We avoid
necessity of assuming a particular model of the material
namics as well as the potential pitfalls of other methods t
measure changes in reflectivity at a single photon ene
While a representative set of sample types is presented,

lidFIG. 12. ~Color! Dynamics of the ordinary dielectric function of Te fo
excitation with a fluence of 120 J/m2. Both ~a! the real part and~b! the
imaginary part show oscillatory behavior due the excitation of coher
phonons.
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technique can be extended to any sample geometry, prov
a constitutive relation between reflectivity and dielectric te
sor exists.

An extension of this technique would be useful as
probe of the interaction between substrate and oxide la
Under intense excitation, both above and below the thresh
for permanent damage, the substrate can alter its lattice
figuration or lose order completely. Yet, the dynamics of
oxide layer during the phase transition of the substrate
often ignored. Additional measurements at other angles
incidence could enable monitoring the substrate along w
the thickness of the oxide layer and its optical properti
Given the accuracy of spectroscopic ellipsometry in mea
ing thin film characteristics, a pump-probe ellipsometer m
be the ideal device for such an application because
change in oxide layer thickness, dielectric function, or in
oxide-substrate interface, is likely to be small on the pic
second time scale.
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